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OVERVIEW
SWS COMPANY

We are an independent firm of engineers 
and technical specialists working 
across every aspect of responsible 
and sustainable design of modern 
infrastructural projects.

Our strong commitment in providing 
valuable, reliable and innovative 
solutions represents a distinctive 
characteristic of the company since its 
foundation, in 1982.



“After more than 35 years of stimulating 
engineering challenges, in 2018 we 
reached many important objectives 
thanks to Client satisfaction in the 
meticulous approach adopted by SWS 
in developing its wide range of services.
Considering the solid basis built during 
these exciting years, I strongly believe 
in the future of the company, always 
looking for new challenges that can 
demonstrate SWS flexibility and 
technical excellence” 

Since 1982, SWS has been providing 
specialised engineering, project management 
and risk management services in the world of 
infrastructures. Originally founded in Italy, the 
company opened foreign offices in Canada, 
USA, UK, France, India, Norway, Algeria and 
Turkey. For more than 30 years, SWS has 
been supporting its Clients in conceiving civil 
works that form the infrastructural backbone 
of local communities.

Deeply rooted in Italy, but with a solid 
international presence guaranteed by its 
foreign offices and the dynamic attitude of 
the management team, SWS is able to bring 
the advantages of meaningful international 
experiences to a local scale.

SWS is honestly committed to technical quality 
and deeply devoted to excellence & innovation. 
The Company is organised to provide effective 
solutions for every Client’s requirement, 
assuring not only comprehensive, detailed and 
truthful information, but also confidentiality, 
flexibility, accuracy and punctuality.

SWS, finally, recognises the value of future 
generations, developing its wide and sound 
technical knowledge bearing in mind the 
importance of designing and building 
infrastructures that are safe, sustainable, 
economic and characterised by a low 
environmental & social footprint.

Infrastructure 
      Specialist since 1982

Our numbers
600+ km of tunnels 

55+ km of bridges & viaducts

16+ mln m3 of buildings
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Paolo Mazzalai 
SWS Founder and President
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Railways

HydroRoads
We manage a wide variety of projects, from 
the simplest to the most complex highway 
and road interchanges. Our expertise 
covers different technical areas such as 
alignment and general design, structural 
and geotechnical design of civil works, 
roadworks, earthworks and drainage, MEPs, 
environmental criteria ...

Our offices conceive many innovative and 
reliable solutions for the most common rail 
transportation systems such as Conventional 
Rail Links, High-Speed Lines (HSL) and Light 
Rail Transit (LRT). SWS expertise covers 
alignment and general design, structural 
and geotechnical design of civil works, 
trackworks, signalling, earthworks and 
drainage, MEPs, environmental criteria ...

Subways
SWS is strongly committed to delivering 
services for Mass Rapid Transit in urban 
areas. Our expertise covers different 
technical areas such as alignment and 
general design, structural and geotechnical 
design of tunnels and associated civil works, 
settlement analysis and monitoring, MEPs, 
stations and temporary works design ...

Since its foundation, SWS has been 
developing advanced skills in the field of 
hydraulics studies and hydropower facilities. 
The combination of quality and creative 
thinking allows our engineers to deliver a 
wide set of services, ranging from feasibility 
studies to detailed design and construction 
assistance ...

Buildings
Our team of inventive and skilled engineers 
has the technical competence and the 
functional sensitivity required to help 
our Clients in shaping their ambitious 
buildings. SWS expertise covers many 
different technical area such as structural 
design, retrofitting, fire engineering, seismic 
engineering, performance based design, 
MEPs, robustness analysis ...

                  Our
Markets

1300+    km of railways

1900+    km of roads
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“SWS provides end-to-end services 
for a broad range of markets, ranging 
from transportation networks to 
hydropower facilities. 
After more than 30 years of experience, 
we know how to meet Clients’ 
expectations, balancing our natural 
ability to innovate with a rigorous 
management process”

Paolo Cucino
SWS General Manager
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Design 
Consultancy

MEP 
Design

Feasibility Studies 
Concept Design
Preliminary Design
Detailed Design
Architecture & Landscape Design

Construction Planning
Construction Monitoring
Construction Risk Assessment
Construction Design

Project Optimisation
Implementation of New Technologies
Advanced FE Simulation

Complete Safety System Design 
Ventilation and Fire Safety
CFD Simulation
Definition of Ventilation Strategies
Commissioning Support

Code Compliance
Technical Content
Project Buildability

Communication Strategy
Professional Graphic Support
Schematics and Renders
Illustrative Videos

Tender 
Assistance

Independent 
Check

Construction 
Management

Value 
Engineering

                       Our
Services

Project 
Management

BIM 
Modelling

Project Planning
Project Monitoring
Project Risk Assessment

Civil Works
Roads & Terrain
Finishes and MEPs
LOD from 100 to 500
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 “Since its foundation, SWS has been 
working on a wide range of exciting 
projects, taking advantage of the 
strong technical skills and conscious 
involvement of its employees.
Our daily work is driven by renewed 
passion in solving problems, always 
trying to find a new way for creative 
solutions.
This project book tries to summarise 
the most interesting challenges we 
dealt with in the last 10 years, showing 
the Company growth through its 
experiences”

Matteo Cont
SWS Technical Manager
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                                Our
Expertise
SWS strength lies in its original method of 
facing design problems through “out of the 
box” solutions and creative passion.

By continuously investing in high innovation, 
the Company has gained full trust of Clients 
and decision makers and is now ready to 
win the new exciting challenges of modern 
engineering.

We conceive innovative solutions for 
tunnel design, providing specialised 
value engineering services to solve the 
unconventional challenges emerging from 
both traditional and mechanised excavation 
techniques.
To continuously and progressively increase 
our skills, we encourage the creative thinking 
of our employees, endorsing the publication 
of technical papers and fostering a design-
oriented  personal growth.

SSS.infra is the rational compendium of 
SWS experience in the field of sustainable 
infrastructure multicriteria analysis. 
A rigorous approach has been conceived 
to allow a quantitative and objective 
performance evaluation for a selected set 
of design scenarios.
Thanks to its rigorous and analytical 
approach, SSS.Infra brings the world of 
sustainability in the field of quantitative 
performance assessment.

The design of complex infrastructures 
requires a massive data manipulation.
For this reason, SWS developed an innovative 
approach that digitalises all the relevant input 
data within a flexible database, providing 
powerful automatic manipulation algorithms. 
The calculated results can be visualised 
through different tools, ranging from GIS 
technology to BIM models.

Tunnel Tech SSS.infra

Digital Project

05  Patents & Copyrights 

03  Trademarks
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 “Our focused service is appreciated 
by our Clients, many of whom have 
repeatedly commissioned us for our 
strategic insight saving them time and 
cost whilst improving the quality and 
value of their projects.
In order to ensure valuable project 
outcomes, we believe that it is 
necessary to balance a considered 
mix of good engineering design, 
exploration and innovation”

Gabriele Eccher
SWS R&D Manager
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Our
Team
SWS strength mainly lies in its passioned 
staff. Our belief is that people performing 
activities which can influence the quality of 
services must be qualified and accurately  
trained. That is why SWS strives to pursue 
the utmost professionalism, involvement, 
awareness and education in the following 
ways:

a)         Providing a certain number of extra hours 
for every project, with the purpose of 
fostering continuous improvement;

b) Identifying “areas of interest“ where 
the Company is engaged in providing 
excellence;

c) Promoting a wide range of training actions 
such as: self-training, courses and 
seminars, conferences, and collaboration 
with accredited universities;

d) Stimulating the publication of technical 
papers for conferences and technical 
journals.

10+   Technical memberships

50+  Published papers

130+ People worldwide

70+ Professional engineers

10+ Spoken languages

SWS strongly believes in the importance of 
being a proactive component of a realiable 
cultural network. 
Technical excellence can be reached only 
with a programmatic staff trainership and 
continuous innovation can be achieved 
only opening our minds to new trends and 
technologies. Sharing ideas with different 
Companies and developing research 
programs are, nowadays, key aspects in 
order to comply with the increasing market 
demand in terms of production and quality.
That is why SWS decided to play an “active 
role in the match”, being part of some of the 
most recognised associations in the field of 
infrastructures and civil engineering.

                 Technical
Memberships
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Savio Giacone
SWS HR Manager Leader

 “We strongly believe that people make 
projects. That’s why our people are 
highly motivated, capable, enthusiastic 
and come from the best universities 
and practices. 
We select and develop people who 
understand and can deal with the many 
factors that influence the development 
of a successful project, from funding 
to aesthetics, enviromental impact to 
utility, planning to construction”
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During the last years SWS moved a step 
forward, increasing its presence worldwide. 
Presently the Company has its headquarter in 
Italy, and nine foreign offices in Canada, USA, 
UK, France, India, Norway, Algeria and Turkey.

Each branch is represented by a regional 
responsible who is the direct contact for the 
development of new market opportunities 
and local partnerships, acting as a legal 
representative if needed.

SWS revenues, finally, are currently 
generated from projects developed in more 
than 20 different countries. Among these: 
Austria, Italy, Turkey, Algeria, France, 
Denmark, Norway, Canada, USA, UK, Iraq, 
India, Germany, Spain, Singapore, Ethiopia, 
Mozambique, Georgia, Oman, Romania, 
Russia...

                    International
Presence

12+ M€ annual revenue

09 Foreign offices

20+ Countries where we 
 provided our services
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Emanuela Marchi
SWS Commercial Manager

 “SWS works with developers, 
architects, government organisations, 
fabricators general contractors 
specialistic consultants and private 
clients on a wide variety of projects. 
We deliver on scales large and small, 
in Italy and internationally, from 
inception to completion ... and beyond”
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            SWS MEANINGFUL
EXPERIENCES

Copenhagen
Metro
Line

Florence
Railway
Link

Pg. 30Pg. 16

Engineering services
for a best-in-class 
subway project

A railway link
under priceless
historic masterpieces

This portfolio looks at some of our 
design works, providing for each case 
a short description of the project, the 
list of associated technical papers and 
publications (downloadable for free at 
our website), a selection of interesting 
pictures and technical sketches and 
some meaningful data regarding the 
implemented engineering skills.

Priority is given to projects already built 
or actually under construction.

Lower
Churchill
Project

Pg. 42

A hydroelectric 
power station in extreme weather 
conditions
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            SWS MEANINGFUL
EXPERIENCES

Turkish
High-Speed
Railway

Pg. 96

Brenner
Base
Tunnel

Catania
Metro
Line

Pg. 80

Pg. 112

Extending urban 
connection network 
in an ancient city

A modern transportation 
network for a growing 
Country

Garibaldi
Twin
Towers

Follo
Line
Project

Pg. 68Pg. 54

A core part of 
Oslo intercity 
developement

A sophisticated 
refurbishment in the                                    
hearth of Milan

The longest underground
railway connection in the                                                                   
world
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GENERAL DATA

Location
Florence, Italy, Europe

Type
Railways

Owner
RFI

Client
Nodavia

Project value
248 M€

Activities performed
Design Consultancy
Value Engineering
Construction Management

PAPERS & AWARDS

P. Cucino, S. Fuoco, D. Maniezzo
Study for the Compensation Grouting: 
The Case of the Underground Railway of 
Florence 

P. Cucino, G. Eccher, A. Bertero
Compensation grouting at Florence High 
Speed Rail tunnel
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P R O J E C T  0 1

A railway link under 
priceless historic 
masterpieces

FLORENCE
RAILWAY 
LINK
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CAPACITY
AND VISION

IN PLANNING 
EXTREME 

COMPLEXITY
IN A DIFFICULT 

CONTEXT
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“This large project is 
very important for 

Florence because it 
represents not only a 

strategic infrastructure, 
but also a great 

chance to improve the 
relationship of this 

historical city with the 
transportation network”
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Florence High-Speed railway link is strongly 
characterised by three functional components: the 
Rifredi interchange, the twin tunnels and the new 
Belfiore station.

More in detail, the interchange was designed to 
allow an effective traffic management, avoiding 
problematic interferences between the new line 
and the existing historical tracks. With a total 
length of about 510m, this concrete structure 
makes it possible to intersect 3 lines with different 
elevations, resulting in a complex geometrical 
layout. 
The twin tunnels, with a total length of 5,1km, have 
an external diameter of 9,1m and reach a maximum 
depth of 27m. Due to the complex set of boundary 
conditions encountered during excavation, a mix 
of conventional and mechanised technology was 
required in the project.
Finally, the new station was conceived to become an 
iconic landmark for the city (architectural design by 
Norman Foster). With a total surface of 450 x 50m2, 
underground depth of 25m and maximum elevation 
of 18m, this building represents a fascinating 
technical challenge.

The full functionality of the link required the 
implementation of many complementary civil 
works like shafts, railway bridges, footbridges...

In this exciting context, SWS was required to provide 
engineering services for tunnels, functional shafts, 
earth retaining structures, bridges and monitoring 
systems, including advanced consultancies aimed 
at defining TBM pressure parameters and tunnel 
fire performance.

Huge slurry walls required to build Rifredi top-down tunnel

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

248+  M€ project value

08  km total length

50+  km underground track
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SWS was engaged for the detailed design of the 
twin tunnels in 2007, and required to define all the 
technological details and technical specifications 
needed for their construction.

In order to develop an effective technical proposal, 
advanced Plaxis simulations were performed 
to reach the best possible definition of ground 
response for both conventional and mechanised 
excavation.

The implemented design activity considered not 
only the final tunnel layout, but also all the ground 
improvement measures and temporary structures 
required to guarantee the stability of the system 
during construction stages. 

Furthermore, with the specific purpose of achieving 
a fully integrated conception, the Client appointed 
SWS for the technological and structural design of 
tunnel lining. Precast concrete components were 
analysed for every construction stage to find the 
best solution for all the associated accessories, 
including connectors, sealing gaskets, guiding 
rods, packers and inserts.
Finally, special care was devoted to the accurate 
definition of the mix design and to the advanced 
simulation of system behaviour in case of fire (see 
the  Value Engineering section for further details).

During the preparatory works for the railway link, 
several ground consolidation measures were 
provided to protect buildings and one bridge 
abutment. The interventions in proximity of the 
bored tunnel portal, close to Campo Marte area, 
are characterised by an initial passive phase 
consisting in ground pre-treatment, followed by 
the active compensation grouting realised during 
tunnel excavation.
Other measures were carried out for protecting the 
abutment of Ponte al Pino, a historical steel arch 
bridge built in 1897, and the Ottone Rosai school 
complex near the high-speed station.

DESIGN 
CONSULTANCY

               Conventional & Mechanised        
Railway Tunnels

Typical tunnel section: mechanised excavation

9.10

4.15

Precast segmental 
lining 

Annular Gap

Precast saddle

Typical tunnel section: conventional excavation

12
.0

0

12.50
Cast-in-situ 
lining

Invert slabSteel rib
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Considering the width of the surrounding available 
surface and the depth of the tunnel, the cut & 
cover approach was selected for the first part of 
Rifredi interchange structure. In order to speed up 
the construction process and with the purpose of 

The complex set of boundary conditions and the 
tunnel depth led to the selection of the top-down 
approach for the second part of Rifredi interchange. 
Huge slurry walls were driven in the ground, taking 
all the countermeasures required to implement 

                    Cut & Cover
Tunnels

        Top-Down
Tunnels

enhancing the perceived quality of visible concrete 
surfaces, precast elements were used for both 
walls and cover slabs. The final satisfaction of 
the Client demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
implemented technical solution.

an effective dewatering system and to keep the 
expected ground settlements under control. This 
complex structure was successfully completed in 
2010 and is now fully operative.

Typical section of the cut & cover artificial tunnel (Rifredi interchange)

10.40

12.509.40

Precast beam DrainageBackfilling

Micropiles

Typical section of the top-down tunnel (Rifredi interchange)

6.506.50

Cast-in-situ slabWater table Existing building

Ground anchor Slurry wall
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SWS was appointed for the design of the 
complementary civil works required to manage the 
interface of the railway line with the existing urban 
network. 
Two structures are of special interest: the Via del 
Sodo footbridge and the Viale XI Agosto composite 
railway bridge.

The former is characterised by large piers, with the 
function of stairwells, and by an impressive steel 
space truss of Warren type.
Due to its considerable span (over 70m), this 
structure was accurately analysed to avoid human 
induced vibration problems. More in detail, SWS 
developed an advanced finite element model with  
Strand7, using Setra Guidelines as a reliable 
reference for the calculation of user perceived 
comfort thresholds. Thanks to the obtained results, 
no TMD devices were required to achieve the 
selected performance level.

Viale XI Agosto Railway Bridge: erection phase Viale XI Agosto Railway Bridge: finished composite deck

Side view of Via del Sodo Warren truss footbridge (steel structure inaugurated in 2013)

                                   Bridges &
Footbridges       

SWS scope of work was not only the structural 
analysis of the bridge, but also the conception of its 
architectural appearance, including colour study 
and selection of finishes.

The secon structure represents a meaningful 
example of a continuous railway bridge. Its 
composite deck is made of a bolted grid of steel 
beams, with Nelson studs directly welded to 
the top flange, and a cast-in-situ slab poured on 
precast elements. To avoid excessive cracking 
in hogging moment regions, an imposed vertical 
displacement was applied to the central pier, via 6 
couples of hydraulic jacks.

Considering the importance of the line, an advanced 
Strand7 finite element model was finally developed 
to avoid track-structure interaction problems (using 
UIC 774-3 and EC 1991-2 as technical references).
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The estimation of excavation-induced settlements 
is of paramount importance for projects in sensitive 
urban areas.

In the specific case, Florence is a city known 
all over the world because of its wonderful 
historical masterpieces. That is why the Client 
was particularly concerned regarding potential 
problems that tunnel excavation could induce in 
the incredible number of buildings at the ground 
level.

On the other hand, settlement analysis is usually a 
time consuming task because of the large human 
efforts required to collect and process geological 
and geotechnical data, to implement the analytical 
model described in the technical literature, and to 
reach a reliable estimation of the associated level 
of damage.

For this reason, SWS decided to take advantage of 
its proprietary Digital Project Urban Tool to face 
with this complex problem and to define the most 
effective TBM ruling protocols. 

The most critical cases identified using this 
procedure were successively examined in depth 
through advanced FEM models developed using 
Strand7. For these buildings, complete non-linear 
soil-structure interaction was implemented to 
reach a reliable estimation of the expected level of 
damage.

    VALUE
ENGINEERING
                                   Excavation-Induced
Settlements

Settlements effect: ground vertical displacements

Main tube 1

Stone columns

Existing masonry 
building

Main tube 2

Settlements effect: principal strains acting in building facade

Cracked zone Uncracked zone

Ground-Structure 
interface
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Evaluating tunnel performance in case of fire 
events is usually a critical task because of the 
intrinsic complexity of the phenomenon.

Many approaches are currently available in the 
most accredited Design Codes, ranging from 
simplified methods to advanced simulations.

For the specific case of Rifredi interchange 
structure, SWS implemented a non-linear finite 
element analysis, aimed at reproducing the 
interaction of the tunnel with the surrounding 
ground, considering the plastic behaviour of 
materials and the temperature dependence of all 
its meaningful mechanical properties.

Strand7 was used for the non-linear simulations, 
assuming the UNI 11076 fire curve.

           Advanced Fire
Analysis

Calculated axial force distribution in the structure Calculated bending moment distribution in the structure
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Geometry of the advanced simulation model

Fibre model of the 
top slab

Fibre model of the 
bottom slab

Solid model of corners
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SWS was finally required to assist the General 
Contractor during the construction activity.
With this objective in mind, a comprehensive set of 
method statements, technical reports and drawings 
was produced to illustrate erection strategies (for 
bridges and concrete precast components), on site 
test procedures, and project adjustments due to 
unexpected boundary conditions.

Another exciting task performed by SWS for this 
project was the conception and management of 
the monitoring system implemented for the tunnel 
excavation. For the effective post-processing of the 
massive amount of collected data, a specific web 
platform was developed with Pizzi Terra.

Construction site: Tunnel Boring Machine launching shaft built in close proximity to Campo Marte Station

         CONSTRUCTION 
MANAGEMENT

10000+  Monitoring sensors

200+  Instrumented buildings   

50+  Instrumented sections
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“My task was to coordinate and 
support the work of 15 surveyors and 
three company technicians for each 
construction lot. 
Within the project, at SWS we fine-
tuned and implemented an effective  
method for filing drawings, assuring 
a semi-automatic and continuous 
status control.
Taking part of this project was very 
stimulating because we contributed in 
maintaining urban network continuity, 
avoiding significant   traffic disruption 
in the earth of this wonderful city”

Alberto Omizzolo
SWS Document Controller

    Commitment
          
       of our people
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It was like the work 
of a clever sculptor,
 who manipulates a  
precious and fragile 

Carrara marble block, 
taking advantage of his 

expertise to remove 
redundant material only, 

without affecting the 
original equilibrium 

of the system
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The David 
Michelangelo Buonarroti, Florence, Italy
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GENERAL DATA

Location
Copenhagen, Denmark, Europe

Type
Subways

Owner
Metroselskabet

Client
CMT - Copenhagen Metro Team

Project value
1500 M€

Activities performed
BIM modelling
Design Consultancy
MEP Design
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P R O J E C T  0 2

COPENHAGEN
METRO LINE

Engineering services
for a best-in-class
subway project
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RELIABILITY 
AND HIGH 

COMPETENCE IN 
PROVIDING 

A COMPLETELY 
INTEGRATED 

DESIGN 
SOLUTION
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“This new metro line 
will mean a rapid, safe 
and environmentally 
sensible means of 

transportation. 
Its driverless trains 

will operate 24h a day, 
guaranteeing efficient 

mobility for more 
than 130 millions 

passengers a year”
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Nowadays Copenhagen has one of the most 
advanced and connected public transportation 
systems in Europe. This is probably because 
both the Danish government and the municipal 
authorities of Copenhagen and Frederiksberg have 
a strong commitment in providing an efficient and 
sustainable connection between the different parts 
of the city.
In this context, Cityringen represents a completely 
new metro extension of about 17.4km, requiring an 
underground route with 17 stations. The line will 
cover all the major parts of the city centre as well 
as the Østerbro, Nørrebro, and Vesterbro districts 
and the Municipality of Frederiksberg (currently 
not covered by S-train or Metro line service). By 
the completion of Cityringen, expected in 2019, 
it is estimated that a full round trip will take 
approximately 23 minutes.

From a technical point of view, the project is 
extremely complex, since Copenhagen is at the 
sea level (which means water management 
problems), because of the complex interaction 

between civil works and MEPs, and because of 
the high expectations in terms of construction and 
architectural quality.

In a first stage, SWS was required to provide 
design consultancy services for detailed structural 
and MEP design of two stations (Nørrebro and 
Frederiksberg Allè).
Later, Copenhagen Metro Team (CMT) appointed 
SWS for developing the BIM model of all the 17 
stations of the line, coordinating civil works, MEP 
components, and architectural finishes.

Reinforcement bars installation at the base level of the propped excavation

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

1500 M€ Project value

150 Revit models   

22  Navisworks models
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The 17 Cityringen stations represented an exciting 
engineering challenge because of the complex 
interaction of civil works, MEP ducts and cables, 
and architectural finishes. 
Furthermore, the high  Client expectations in terms 
of construction quality required the implementation 
of  the best modelling technologies that are 
currently available on the market.

More in detail, Revit was selected for civil works, 
MEPs and finishes, while Navisworks was used 

      BIM
        MODELLING

Global view of the BIM model developed for Nørrebro station (included: Civil Works, finishes and MEP components)

Concrete 
foundation

Fire protection 
system

Emergency stairs

Pump station

Concrete beam

Mobile escalator

Station hallMain entrance

Below platform level

Platform level

Intermediate level

Technical level

Concourse level

Roof level

to implement a 4D clash detection and to 
establish a clear relationship between the 
provided time schedule and the modelled 
physical components.

The complexity of the project required the 
implementation of about 150 Revit models 
and 22 Navisworks models, involving the 
engagement of a specific project team of 10 
engineers.
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In 2011 SWS was engaged for the developement of 
the detailed design of all the structural components 
required for the construction of build Cityringen 
Nørrebro and Frederiksberg Allè stations.

Spedfically, SWS used Plaxis to analyse the slurry 
walls required for the open excavation, and Strand7 
to check the reinforced concrete components 
(walls, columns and slabs) and all temporary steel 
structures (essentially, the propping system). A 
combination of linear and non-linear models was 
developed to reach a reliable understanding of soil-
structure interaction.

Both Serviceability Limit State (SLS) and Ultimate 
Limit State (ULS) were considered, following 
Eurocodes and Danish National Application 
Documents, providing a specific performance 
assessment of the system even in case of fire. 

The project was completed via a comprehensive 
set of technical drawings, conceived to provide all 
the details required for the construction, including 
geometrical setting out, reinforcement, steel joints, 
bending bar tables...

DESIGN
CONSULTANCY

Architectural concept developed for Marmorkirken station (courtesy of Nille Juul-Sørensen)

20+  Strand7 models

20+  Plaxis models
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Geometrical setting-out of Nørrebro station | Longitudinal section A-A

Geometrical setting-out of Nørrebro station | Platform level

Concrete foundation

Concrete 
top slab

Secant piles

Concrete wall

Secant piles

Skylight opening
Concrete top slab

A A

Mobile escalatorsConcrete wall

Concrete wall Concrete foundation

Escalator

Skylight opening
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Due to the challenging interaction among different 
technologies (provided by different suppliers), 
special attention was payed in avoiding clashes 
between MEP components.
Considering the intrinsic complexity of the boundary 
conditions, the project was developed taking 
advantage of a fruitful collaboration between MEP 
and BIM engineers to overtake common limitations 
of traditional design.

MEP
DESIGN

Typical steel clampings designed for pipes and traysConstruction Site: AHU installation

Pipe collar

Cantilever

Duct support

Complex interface between different technologies managed using a global coordination model

HVAC return air 
system

Cable tray 
system

HVAC supply air 
system

Pressure 
pipe
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“I  was engaged in the project of the  
Cityringen stations, managing BIM 
standards and drawings archive. 
This experience gave me the 
opportunity to see, learn and, above 
all, exceed my limits.
Thanks to a continuos exchange of 
knowledge with more experienced 
collegues, we succeed in treating 
useful automating tools that are now 
part of SWS technical background”

Daniela Tomasi
SWS BIM Engineer

    Commitment
          
       of our people
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A foresight look
 towards a 

sustainable evolution 
trying to imagine 

how new 
transportation 
technologies 

will improve our 
way of conceiving 

and living the 
city of the future
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The Little Mermaid 
Edvard Eriksen, Copenhagen, Denmark



GENERAL DATA

Location
Goose Bay, Newfoundland and Labrador, 
Canada

Type
Hydro

Owner
Nalcor Energy

Client
Astaldi Canada

Project value
728 M€

Activities performed
BIM modelling
Design Consultancy
Construction Management
Value Engineering

PAPERS & AWARDS

F. Eccel , M. Rocci, V. Mattei
BIM as a support tool for the resolution 
of clashes of the draft tube area and 
powerhouse construction: Case study of  the 
Muskrat Falls Project, Canada

CANBIM awards 2016
In 2016 this project has been nominated 
among the 3 best experiences under the 
engineering category
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P R O J E C T  0 3

A hydroelectric power station 
in extreme weather conditions

LOWER
CHURCHILL
PROJECT
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A LONG-TERM
EXCITING 
OUTLOOK

IN THE RISING
TECHNOLOGIES
OF THE DIGITAL 

PROJECT
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“The developement 
of Muskrat Falls 

project will position 
Newfoundland 

and Labrador as a 
leader in clean energy, 

with 98% of the 
province’s energy 
generated from 

renewable sources”
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The lower Churchill river is one of the most attractive 
hydroelectric resources in North America and is a 
key component of Newfoundland and Labrador 
energy resource portfolio. 

Just to give the numbers of the job, the project’s two 
sites, located in Muskrat Falls and Gull Island,  will 
provide a final combined capacity of over 3,000MW, 
representing an essential component of Nalcor’s 
commitment to sustainability and climate change 
management.

From a technical point of view, the project is 
an exciting challenge, requiring to manage the 
execution of huge concrete pours under extreme 
weather conditions (+35°C during summer and 
-40°C in winter season).

More in detail, SWS was involved in the first phase 
of the project, which includes the construction of an 
impressive 824MW hydroelectric generating facility 
in Muskrat Falls, over 1,600km of transmission 
lines accross the province, and the Maritime Link 
between Newfoundland and Nova Scotia.

The construction and operation of the Muskrat 
Falls generating station will mean reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions from the province’s 
electricity system, diversification of the local 
economy, and a link to North America’s electricity 
grid to allow for the export of excess power.

Muskrat Falls Hydroelectric Facility spillway concrete piers

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

728 M€ Project value

477 m³ poured concretes

824 MW generating capacity
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Hydroelectric facilities are usually characterised 
by significant geometrical complexity, requiring 
special attention in providing a reliable coordination 
between civil works, main temporary structures, 
grounding network, embedded pipes, anchors, 
supports...

For this reason, SWS was required to produce 
the BIM as-built coordination model of the power 
house (including intake), the spillway, and the three 
transition dams. 

Furthermore, with the purpose of providing an 
effective support  for the General Contractor, an IFC 
connection was established between the developed 
Revit model and Aconex document management 
platform.

Finally, the BIM approach made it possible to 
perform a detailed clash detection. During this 
analysis, all the potential interferences were 
detected and resolved reducing the negative effects 
on site.

3D model of draft-tube wooden formworks

Clash detection between pipes and grounding cables

BIM              
MODELLING

Schematic of the BIM model showing the main components of Muskrat Falls generating station

Discharge channel
18 Pours | 1346 m3 |

Power house
1268 Pours | 279597 m3 |

UNIT 1

UNIT 2

UNIT 3

UNIT 4

North transition dam
29 Pours | 8773 m3 |

Retaining wall
10 Pours | 236 m3 |

South service bay
118 Pours | 17020 m3 |

South transition dam
46 Pours | 9959 m3 |

Center transition dam
86 Pours | 28149 m3 |

Spillway
269 Pours | 65088 m3 |

North service bay
32 Pours | 1315 m3 |
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DESIGN
CONSULTANCY
The previously described BIM model was used 
to export more than 2,000 Inventor sub-models, 
needed to generate the 7,300 lift drawings required 
for civil work construction.

To guarantee an effective manipulation of the 
massive data volume, Aconex platform was used 
for document collection and management.

Typical lift drawing exported from the BIM coordination model developed for the whole power station
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CONSTRUCTION 
MANAGEMENT

SWS provided a higly qualified on-site assistance 
for the General Contractor, designing temporary 
works required for the effective construction of the 
power station, managing Client’s change orders and 
supporting planning, procurement, construction 
and engineering.

A comprehensive set of method statements, 
technical reports and drawings was produced 
to illustrate erection strategies, on site test 
procedures, and project adjustements due to 
unxepected boundary conditions.
The recognised quality of the completed plants 
was the best certification of SWS effectiveness in 
providing this kind of service.

Erection phases of the huge steel shelter designed to allow winter pouring
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SWS was required to study the concrete mix design 
and the proposed pouring sequence with the aim of 
assuring a perfect compliance in terms of thermal 
thresholds between General Contractor’s selected 
construction strategy and Client’s technical 
specifications.

To manage this complex problem, SWS designed 
a representative set of real scale specimens 
(instrumented with thermocouples) and 
implemented a specific Finite Element simulation 
strategy.

Strand7 package was selected to run non-
linear transient heat analysis of reinforced 
and unreinforced massive units. Detailed 
post-processing of available climatic data was 

Main results of the thermal analysis developed for the spillway nose: summer season boundary conditions

Main results of the thermal analysis developed for the spillway nose: winter season boundary conditions

    VALUE

implemented with the purpose of accurately 
describe problem boundary conditions in terms of 
solar radiation, wind speed, air temperature and 
relative humidity.
Different concrete mixes were tested, validating the 
reliability of FEM numerical simulations via direct 
comparison with experimental values.
A meaningful set of boundary conditions was 
considered to define the correct value of the curing  
period both in warm (+35°C) and cold season 
(-40°C).
Thanks to this complex, unusual and exciting 
analysis, The General Contractor was able to 
implement an effective construction sequence, 
avoiding conformity problems due to excessive 
absolute or relative temperature raising in massive 
pours.

ENGINEERING
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“Muskrat Falls is actually one of 
the biggest sites in North America. 
The construction of this dam was  a 
challenge against natural elements 
because temperatures in January 
and February reached peaks of -40°C. 
Besides the extreme climate, the 
project presented another challenge: 
the capabil ity of  reproducing 
particularly complex geometries.
For the project to be a success, I 
think it was fundamental to know 
how to support our Client at all times, 
providing a reliable and effective 
organisation of every engineering task 
of the project”

Federico Eccel
SWS Construction Engineer

    Commitment
          
       of our people
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Like a stone giant
the impressive dam 

dominates 
the Churchill river

distruptive power,
taking advantage 

of its force, to provide a 
sustainable and renewable 

answer to 
contemporary energy 

demand    
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 Inuksuk stone statue
 Whistler Mountain, British Columbia, Canada
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GENERAL DATA

Location
Oslo, Norway, Europe

Type
Railways

Owner
Bane NOR

Client
Bane NOR

Project value
150 M€

Activities performed
BIM modelling
Design Consultancy
Value Engineering 
Construction Management
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FOLLO
LINE
PROJECT

P R O J E C T  0 4

A core part of
Oslo intercity 
development
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RELIABLE 
MANAGEMENT 
OF SENSITIVE 

AND 
PROBLEMATIC  

BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
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“The Follo Line is 
currently the largest 

project in Norway 
and will include the 

longest railway tunnel 
in the Country. The new 
double-track line forms 

the core part of the 
InterCity development 

southwards from 
the capital” 
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
The Follo Line Project is an important investment 
for the government, which includes a new double-
track railway line between Oslo Central Station and 
the public transport hub at Ski, 20km long twin 
tunnels, the construction of a new station at Ski, 
and an extensive work close to Oslo Central Station. 
The main construction works started in 2015, with 
completion expected within December 2021.

Moving from the assumption that a large scale 
project of this nature will affect people, nature and 
environment, Bane NOR required to cause as little 
impact as possible. That is why the real design 
challenge was to avoid any disruption to the daily 
flow of traffic to and from Oslo.

In this challenging context, SWS was required to 
provide engineering services for the huge cut-
and-cover tunnel between the Central Station 
and the mined tunnel, and for the 1,3km drill & 
blast excavation required to approach the TBM 
starting chainage. BIM technologies and traditional 
design expertise were mixed to achieve Bane NOR 
objectives.

Reinforcement installation for the foundation slab of the cut & cover tunnel

150 M€ project value

25+ Revit models

1900+ Structural drawings
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BIM
MODELLING

Cut & cover tunnel BIM model: side view (Oslo Station contract)

Cut & cover tunnel BIM model: view from the top (Oslo Station contract)

Micropiles Ground improvements

Existing pipe Existing building

Concrete top slab

Concrete culvert

Sheet piles

Sheet piles Micropiles

BIM modelling was particularly exciting in this 
project because of the great variety of actors 
involved in the process. Many different companies 
were appointed to provide their contribution to the 
global coordination model. This required special 
care in the strict implementation of Bane NOR 
interchange policy.

More in detail, Revit was used for conventional 
civil works, Inventor for geometrically complex 
components, and Navisworks to implement 4D 
clash detection and to provide a direct connection 
with the construction time schedule.
Each physical component of the models was 
finally associated with a specific ID-tag, useful for 
operation and maintenance purposes.
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Excavation 
support

Sheet 
piles

Existing building

Plaxis analysis of a tipical section during excavation

DESIGN
CONSULTANCY
            Cut & Cover
Tunnel
Considering the final layout of the railway tracks, 
the north part of the tunnel is built adopting the cut 
& cover approach.

All the implemented technical solutions were 
selected considering that excavated soils are 
characterised by the presence of quick clays. In order 
to manage this difficult and sensitive ground, SWS 
geotechnical engineers used Plaxis to implement 
the most accredited and reliable constitutive laws 
that are currently available in the technical literature. 
Furthermore, a jet grouting plug was designed to 
allow the safe execution of excavations between the 
two rows of sheet piles. 

The detailed design of all temporary structures and 
civil works was performed according to Eurocodes 
(applied with the specific Norwegian NA), using 
a combination of linear and non-linear FEM 

simulations. Both Strand7 and Robot Structural 
Analysis were used for this purpose.
The detailed design achieved the successful 
approvation of Bane NOR independent verification 
unit.

Bedrock

Compacted 
ground

Jet grouting

Concrete top slab

Sheet pilesMicropiles

LCC

50.54

8.
00

Geometrical layout adopted for the tunnel in the cut & cover section 

Concrete 
foundation
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Top-Down
           Tunnel

Sheet 
piles

Top slab

Micropiles

Existing 
building

Plaxis analysis of a tipical section during excavation

The south part of the tunnel is built adopting 
the top-down approach because of its specific 
boundary conditions.
As for the cut & cover part, SWS developed the 
design bearing in mind the critical behaviour of 
quick clays, adopting best-in-class tecnologies to 
guarantee the stability of the excavation.

Plaxis was used to achieve a reliable understanding 
of the problem through all its construction phases, 
while Strand 7 was adopted to finalise the detailed 
design of temporary structures and civil works 
according to Eurocodes guidelines.

In order to avoid the development of excessive 
water pore pressure in the gap between sheet piles 
and concrete structures, SWS engineers designed  
an effective anti-frost backfilling compliant with 
local regulations.

The foundation system adopted for the culvert, 
finally, was based on the installation of 150 mm 
diameter solid steel piles designed to reach the 
stable bedrock level.

Bedrock

Concrete 
foundation

Anti-Frost Backfilling

Jet grouting

Concrete top slab

Sheet pilesSheet piles

High voltage

Micropiles

LCC

Existing 
sewer

27.95

8.
00

Geometrical layout adopted for the tunnel in the top-down section 
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                 Drill & Blast
Excavation

Drill & Blast excavation required for the 
construction of the mined tunnel between Oslo 
Station concrete culvert and TBM starting chainage, 
was characterised by many complex engineering 
challenges. More in detail, SWS was required to 
design both the current section of the tunnel and 
the articulated intersections with other lots of the 
Follo Line Project.

In the first case, geotechnical and structural 
design were performed using a combination of 
Plaxis 2D and Strand7 FEM software. A non-linear 

Finite element model developed for Hallene tunnel Finite element model developed for the Oil deposit

9.77 8.50

8.98 7.90

3.74 2.97

C1 C1

3.74 2.970.8 0.8

1.
22

0.
94

1.
29

3.
70

3.
95

2.
41

3.95
3.95

3.
95

9.
43

9.
15

0.8 0.8

Drill & Blast tunnel: section type A Drill & Blast tunnel: section type B

constitutive law was adopted to optimise plain 
concrete tunnel lining, providing an increased 
design efficiency compared with the traditional and 
time consuming Pöttler iterative approach. 

In the second case, with the purpose of facing with 
the complex geometry and with the corresponding 
challenging boundary conditions, specific 3D FEM 
models where developed using Diana FEA.
This software was selected because of its powerful 
3D tools and its recognised reliability, providing 
excellent results.
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Installation of the micropiles required for the construction of the top-down tunnel

VALUE
ENGINEERING

Reliable design of concrete structures is always 
a time consuming task because of the number of 
checks required for the definition of an effective 
reinforcement layout.

That is why SWS structural engineers decided to 
develop a tool conceived to process Strand 7 stress 
resultants on the basis of Eurocode standards 
(precisely EN 1992-1-1), considering all the 
structural checks required for serviceability and 
ultimate limit state design.

More in detail, C# programming language was  
used both to implement a user-friendly graphical 
interface and to send back the calculated results 
to Strand 7, where a meaningful summary can be 
shown via user-defined colour maps. 

The picture on the right-hand side provides an 
example of a typical output. Isometric view of the associated FE model

Colour map calculated using SWS C# tool

Micropiles

Concrete slab

External 
wall

Internal 
wallSLS_fr_wd 

0.360

0.189

0.019

Sewer 
predisposition
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SWS was finally required to provide a reliable 
off-site and on-site assistance for the General 
Contractor during its construction activity.

In particular, SWS was responsible for the design 
of all road deviations and temporary structures 
required to build Oslo Station tunnel, considering 
every construction step and the necessary set of 
dismantling plans. Moreover, with the specific 
purpose of improving the interface between the 
General Contractor and Bane NOR technical 
offices, a comprehensive set of method statements, 
technical reports and drawings was produced to 
provide the required level of detail.

SWS service was completed by the assistance 
provided in terms of construction nonconformance 
management, monitoring system design, and 
monitoring data interpretation.

 CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

Construction phases: installation of reinforcement bars required for the bottom slab of the structure



    Commitment
          
       of our people
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“BIM implementation in the Follo Line 
project was of fundamental importance 
for the resolution of several aspects 
concerning planning, design and on 
site construction assistance.
Understanding the importance and 
huge potential of BIM was one of 
the most remarkable aspects that 
convinced me to work for SWS and 
share its values.
Finally, our ability to collaborate 
with designers of other contracts 
(EPC Railway Systems, Oslo S, EPC 
Signal, EPC TBM) was decisive for the 
success of the project, allowing for a 
comprehensive and shared planning 
of all the designed works”

Roberto Fontana
SWS BIM Engineer
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A step forward 
in the eternal 

challenge 
between humans and 
nature, learning from 
the wise experience 

of the past 
to provide a 

stable support 
for infrastructures 

of the future
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Traditional cabins on palafittes 
Lofoten Islands, Norway
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GENERAL DATA

Location
Milan, Italy,  Europe

Type
Buildings

Owner
Beni Stabili

Client
Beni Stabili

Project value
62 M€

Activities performed
Design Consultancy
BIM modelling
Construction Management
Value Engineering

PAPERS & AWARDS

M.Cont, M.Cantone
Innovative approches for FEM analysis 
of existing structural systems according 
to National Regulations
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P R O J E C T  0 5

GARIBALDI
TWIN
TOWERS

A sophisticated 
refurbishment in 
the hearth of Milan
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CREATIVITY AND 
SKILLNESS IN 

DEFINING A NEW 
IDENTITY FOR AN 

EXISTING AND 
STRATEGICAL 

CITY ASSET
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“Garibaldi complex  
refurbishment 
represents a 

meaningful example 
showing how a 

responsible design 
can take advantage 

of cutting-edge 
techniques to confer 
a renovated charm to 
an existing building”
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
Built by RFI (Italian State Railways) between 
1984 and 1994, the two towers were the object 
of a sophisticated retrofitting process aihing at 
transforming these into a concrete example for a 
sustainable future of real estate industry in Italy.
The two buildings, with their 23 storeys, have been 
accurately restyled to guarantee zero emissions, 
thanks to a massive implementation of green 
technologies like PV panels, natural ventilation, 
interactive envelope elements and bioclimatic 
winter gardens.

Since the towers lie directly above the existing 
railway station, the real design challenge was the 
conception of a detailed set of structural measures 
to be implemented without any problematic 
interface with train passage and disruption of 
Garibaldi Station functionality.

Garibaldi Towers after the retrofitting process 

In this exciting context, SWS was required to 
provide engineering services for the seismic 
retrofitting of the two towers. Specifically, the 
scope of work consisted in the conception of 
the new metallic complementary building, the 
construction management and the evaluation 
of structural system performance in terms of 
robustness.
BIM technologies and advanced FEM simulations 
were combined to comply with Client’s 
expectations.

62 M€  Project value 

800+ Analysed historical DWGs
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DESIGN
CONSULTANCY

Due to the complex geometrical layout of the 
system (staggered seismic joints, problematic 
interface with railway station components and 
earth retaining structures), SWS developed a set 
of advanced FE models aimed at reproducing the 
structural behaviour of the towers according to 
different retrofitting scenarios. 

More in detail, Strand 7 was used for both static 
and dynamic simulations, while Midas GTS was 
selected to check the foundation system and to 
provide a reliable value for soil spring stiffness 
implemented in the structural models.

FE model: first natural vibration mode

+83.53

+10.48+10.48

+6.33 +6.33

+99.45

Upwards extension

Antenna

Technological skin
Winter garden

Concrete transfer slabConcrete transfer slab

Composite steel-
concrete slab

Cantilever deck

Concrete core

Complementary
steel building

Existing concrete 
substructure

Concrete 
ancillary building

Tower A

Upwards extension
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The correct understanding of structural system 
expected performance required the accurate 
definition of its geometry. For this reason, a 
specific BIM model was developed consulting the 
impressive number of technical drawings found in 
the historical archive of the complex.
Revit was used to model the structural elements, 
partitioning walls and architectural components, 
while Navisworks was selected to implement 
a 4D clash detection and to provide an effective 
connection with construction time schedule.

BIM model developed for the complex: station level and complementary parking area

BIM
MODELLING

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
Thanks to its specific experience in the field of 
construction management, SWS provided a highly 
qualified assistance for the Client, performing an 
independent verification of method statements, 
erection strategies, bill of quantities and final 
production of as-built drawings.

Tower A 
transfer slab

Tower B 
transfer slab

Tower B 
parking area

Concrete 
walls

Garibaldi station 
concrete structures
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View of the complex during construction (combined use of fixed and movable cranes)

View from tower B of the complementary steel building during construction  
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As previously discussed, the 
two towers lie directly above 
the existing Garibaldi railway 
station.

The structural system is strongly 
characterised by a composite 
steel-concrete transfer slab, 
located at an elevation of +6.33m 
and supported by an adequate 
set of reinforced concrete 
columns.  

These structural components 
pass vertically through the 
public volume of the station, 
next to rail tracks.

For this reason SWS was 
required to assess the 
robustness of the structural 
system under the impact of a 
potential vehicle derailment.

Schematic representative of potentially impacted columns

VALUE
ENGINEERING

Many different extreme scenarios were considered, 
checking the performance of the transfer slab in 
case of local failure of the supporting columns.

Based on the obtained results, a specific survey was 
implemented in order to achieve a comprehensive 
estimation of the minimum resistance guaranteed 
by the existing structural components.
SWS used these results to design and implement 
a reliable set of strengthening measures (mainly 
jacketing interventions) aimed at assuring the 
safety of overhead towers even in case of extreme 
events.

Thanks to this highly specialistic analysis, the 
Client achieved a recognised increase in the value 
of its property, leading to the successful closing of 
an important long-term rent.

24
25

26 27

Existing concrete 
slab

Impacted 
columns

Complementary 
steel building

V-shaped base 
columns

Deep concrete 
beam

25 26 27

Deep concrete beam 
(cantilever layout)

Robustness analysis: collapse of column number 25

Robustness analysis: collapse of column number 24

24 2726

Deep concrete beam 
(simply supported layout) 
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“The interesting aspect of the project 
was the necessity to look back at the 
history of the building, considering its 
progressive transformation over the 
past 30 years.
From my point of view, the accurate 
analysis of the original drawings and 
the implementation of a detailed 
structural survey represented one 
of the most exciting challenges of 
my career, greatly contributing in 
improving my technical and pratical 
approach to the retrofitting of 
strategical building assets”

Mauro Cantone
SWS Structural Engineer 

    Commitment
          
       of our people
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A responsible 
leap towards 

beauty and modernity
providing new 

wings to an 
existing and strategical 

building asset,
taking advantage of 
creativity and ability 
to redefine urban 

perception
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Le Pégase (temporary exhibition)
Christian Renonciant, Milan, Italy
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GENERAL DATA

Location
Brenner, Italy, Europe

Type
Railways

Owner
BBT SE

Client
Brenner Tunnel Construction (BTC)

Project value
993 M€

Activities performed
Design Consultancy
Tender Assistance
BIM modelling
MEP Design
Construction Management
Value Engineering

PAPERS & AWARDS

P. Cucino, G. Eccher, R. Castellanza, 
A. Parpajola, C. Di Prisco 
Expanded clay in deep mechanised 
tunnel boring

P. Cucino, G. Eccher, G. Venturini, 
Brenner Basis Tunnel Project: selection 
of 4 TBMs through a Detailed Statistical 

Risk Analysis
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P R O J E C T  0 6

BRENNER
BASE
TUNNEL

The longest underground
railway connection
in the world
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BEING A
KEY PLAYER

IN THE 
CHALLENGING

WORLD OF 
UNDERGROUND 

STRUCTURES
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“The construction of 
such an exceptional 
work represents an 

unmissable opportunity 
to carry out studies and 
research on technical, 

management, 
legal and administrative 

issues in the field 
of infrastructure 

engineering”
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
BBT is an extremely complex tunnel system. Besides 
the two main tubes (each 8,1m wide, running 70m 
apart from another) and the exploratory tunnel 
(5,0m wide), there are many connecting branches, 
side elements and emergency stops plus four 
lateral access tunnels.
BBT main tubes run for about 64km between 
Innsbruck and Fortezza, making it the longest 
underground railway stretch in the world. The two 
tunnels are linked every 333m by cross passages, 
reaching an apex height of 790m above sea level, 
580m below the Brenner Pass itself (1371m).

This exceptional infrastructure represents a true 
engineering challenge because of its intrinsic 
geometrical complexity and because of the extreme 
variability of encountered rock masses.

In this stimulating context, SWS was required 
to provide a wide range of engineering services 
demanding a high level of technical and professional 
skills. Just to mention a few: developed and detailed 
design of civil works, TBM selection, General 
Contractor assistance in tender phase and during 
construction, BIM modelling, MEP design and 
implementation of value engineering optimisation 
measures.

Intersection between two tubes excavated using the conventional method

993  M€ project value

64   km main tunnel length

2800+  Technical Drawings
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DESIGN
CONSULTANCY

Conventional
                        Excavation

Many different technical solutions were proposed 
and implemented to face with the identified set of 
boundary conditions. 

Conventional excavation was locally applied in 
correspondence of the most critical locations, 
where the geometrical intricacy due to the 
massive interconnection of the two tubes made  
economically unfavourable the implementation of 
mechanised excavation. 

Considering the high overburden and the 
corresponding water pressure value, a drained 
solution was selected, combining a PVC membrane 
with perforated dewatering tubes.

FE model developed to study the interaction effect due to excavation of different tubes

West tube 
mechanised 
excavation

Rock 
Bolts

Primary 
Lining

Primary 
Lining

Exploratory tunnel 
mounting chamber

Segmental 
lining

Rock bolts

East tube 
conventional 

excavation

Special care was adopted in defining concrete 
mix design, carefully considering the expected 
concentration of aggressive chemical compounds 
and the potentially disruptive effect of suplhate 
attack (concentrations up to 3000mg/l are 
expected according to the geological survey).
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Mechanised excavation was widely applied for both 
main tubes and exploratory tunnel. On the basis 
of a specific risk analysis, for the main tubes SWS 
suggested the selection of two double-shield TBMs, 
characterised by an excavation diameter of 10.70m, 
an overcutting capability of 125mm and a maximum 
length of 12m.

Considering the complex set of boundary conditions 
(high pressure values expected in fault zones, 
ground chemical composition and cross passage 
configuration), special solutions were conceived to 
guarantee both the short and long-term stability of 
the system.

More in detail, a double skin secondary lining was  
designed with the purpose of assuring the expected 
structural performance and durability. 

Besides, in case of very poor rock conditions, an 
expanded clay solution was proposed to avoid the 
developement of excessive normal pressures at 
the interface between precast segments and the 
surrounding ground.

Mechanised
                                                                   Excavation

Reference cross section showing mechanised excavation layout

Concrete
segmental lining

Concrete invert

Drainage pipe

M1

Annular gap

1.60 1.60

4.
60

7.
00

2.
30

2.10 2.10

4.60

3.90

Precast concrete segments production factory: first set of segments produced in January 2018
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Digital
   Project

TENDER
ASSISTANCE

SWS was engaged by the General Contractor to 
provide tender assistance engineering services. 
In order to adequately support the Client, SWS 
performed a careful analysis of the base project, 
providing a detailed feedback aimed at optimising 
civil works, excavation process and construction 
strategy. SWS implemented a specific study to 
identify an effective communication plan, taking 

advantage of professional rendering and graphical 
tools to provide the most effective presentation of 
the proposed improvements.

In this phase, SWS was required to provide also the 
step-by-step cost estimation assistance useful for 
the definition of General Contractor’s economical 
proposal.

During the developement of the tender proposal, 
SWS was required to provide a technical feedback 
for the selection of the most effective tunnel boring 
machine (TBM).

In order to guarantee the reliability of the choice, 
SWS decided to take advantage of its Digital Project 
Hard Rock tool to perform a statistical evaluation of 

the problem (based on the implementation of the  
Monte Carlo algorithm).

The obtained results, discussed with the identified 
supplier (Herrenknecht), allowed for the selection 
of the best TBM technology, providing a good 
compromise in terms of maximum thrust force, 
shield thickness and machine working mode.

    

    

    

    

Schematic showing the main characteristics of the double shield TBM selected during the tender phase (courtesy of Herrenknecht)

Copy 
Cutter

Tailskin

ErectorTBM engines Segments

Drilling 
equipment

Tape for 
mucking removal

Thrust 
cylinders

Hole for probingFront shield

Cutter

Pocket for mucking 
removal

Manholes

10.70 12.00

Gripper
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Considering the strong geometrical complexity of 
the project and BBT request for a global coordination 
model of the system, SWS was appointed for the 
developement of a comprehensive BIM model.

To avoid construction problems, SWS analysed civil 
works, temporary structures and MEP components 
through Navisworks 3D and 4D clash detection 
capabilities.

The model, mainly developed in Revit, was 
connected to Client’s platform to guarantee an 
effective management of construction documents 
and as-built drawings.

The complexity of the project required the 
implementation of 200 Revit models and 200 
Navisworks models (useful also to perform a step-
by-step compliance check with the time schedule), 
engaging a specific project team of 8 engineers. 

Thanks to its recognised experience in the field of 
BIM modelling, finally, SWS was finally appointed 
by BBT for defining the BIM implementation plan 
for the whole infrastructure.

BIM
MODELLING

Global coordination model produced for Mules hub (Navisworks)

TBM main room south

Main tunnel westMules access tunnel

Pilot tunnel

Access tunnel

Main tunnel east

200+ Revit models

200+ Navisworks models
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MEP
DESIGN

BIM model developed for a complex geometrical layout characterised by multiple intersections

Pilot tunnel

Main tunnel westLogistic bypass

Bypass

TBM main room
(west side) 

TBM main room
(east side)

Access tunnel

Main tunnel east

SWS was also chosen for the design of all the 
temporary and permanent MEP systems required 
to guarantee tunnel performance both in service 
and during construction. 
Considering the intrinsic complexity of the system, 
special care was adopted to avoid clashes between 

civil works and MEP components. 

Taking advantage of in-house specialistic skills, a 
fruitful collaboration was established between BIM 
and MEP engineers to overtake common limitations 
which characterise traditional design.

Simulation of ventilation system performance during construction

Axial fan Damper

Fresh air duct

Tunnel exhaust air flow
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To guarantee the best possible service for the 
General Contractor, SWS provided a highly qualified 
on-site assistance, designing all temporary civil 
works and MEP components required for the 
effective construction of the tunnel, supporting 
planning and procurement, and providing a 
continuous assistance. 

With this objective in mind, a comprehensive set of 
method statements, technical reports and drawings 
was produced to illustrate construction sequences, 
on-site test procedures and project adjustements 
required to face unexpected boundary conditions.

The Client satisfaction was the best proof of SWS 
effective and practical assistance. 

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

Construction phases: installation of steel bolts in correspondence of tunnel face

3431 32 33 3835 36 37 4239 40 41 4643 44 45 5047 48 49 545251 5331 32 33 3835 36 37 4239 40 41 4643 44 45 5047 48 49 545251 53

MULES

UNTERPLATTNER HINTERRIGGER

GENAUEN 2

34

FASE 18
DESCRIZIONE LAVORAZIONE

Tubazioni esistenti
Tubazioni esistenti riutilizzate
Nuove tubazioni
Tubazioni metalliche
Estrazione

Nella fase 18 vengono completati:
Lo scavo del Cunicolo Esplorativo (smontaggio e trasporto all’esterno della TBM).
Lo scavo della Galleria di Accesso a Trens e del nuovo Nodo Logistico

Proseguono invece gli scavi meccanizzati con fresa scudata delle ultime tratte a nord delle Gallerie di Linea est ed ovest, e dei Cunicoli Trasversali nord e e inizia lo scavo in tradizionale del Cunicolo 
Centrale della Fermata di Emergenza.
In questa fase continua anche il rivestimento della Galleria di Accesso di Trens.
Inoltre in questa fase, in corrispondenza dei tratti delle Galleria di Linea ovest con rivestimento doppio con arco rovescio (km 35+9 – 37+5), è previsto il getto della soletta, analogamente a quanto 
fatto nella fase 17 per la Galleria di Linea est.

Conventional
excavation

Segmental lining and 
Invert execution

Execution of 
final lining

Precast segmental lining 
and slab completed

Precast segmental 
lining and slab 
completed

Precast segmental 
lining and slab 
completed

Invert substitution 
and slab completed
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Test assembly of exploratory tunnel TBM in Herrenknecht workshop yard
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MULES

UNTERPLATTNER HINTERRIGGER

GENAUEN 2

34

FASE 18
DESCRIZIONE LAVORAZIONE

Tubazioni esistenti
Tubazioni esistenti riutilizzate
Nuove tubazioni
Tubazioni metalliche
Estrazione

Nella fase 18 vengono completati:
Lo scavo del Cunicolo Esplorativo (smontaggio e trasporto all’esterno della TBM).
Lo scavo della Galleria di Accesso a Trens e del nuovo Nodo Logistico

Proseguono invece gli scavi meccanizzati con fresa scudata delle ultime tratte a nord delle Gallerie di Linea est ed ovest, e dei Cunicoli Trasversali nord e e inizia lo scavo in tradizionale del Cunicolo 
Centrale della Fermata di Emergenza.
In questa fase continua anche il rivestimento della Galleria di Accesso di Trens.
Inoltre in questa fase, in corrispondenza dei tratti delle Galleria di Linea ovest con rivestimento doppio con arco rovescio (km 35+9 – 37+5), è previsto il getto della soletta, analogamente a quanto 
fatto nella fase 17 per la Galleria di Linea est.

Lining and slab 
completed

Lining and slab 
completed

Lining and slab completed

Slab completedPouring of slab 
and lining 

Conventional
excavation

Slab completed
Segmental lining and 
invert completed

Existing tunnel

Segmental 
lining and 
Invert 
completed

Precast segmental 
lining and slab 
completed

Invert substitution 
and slab completed

Conventional
excavation
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A robust value engineering approach was 
implemented with the aim of optimising precast 
concrete lining.

In order to fulfil this objective, the conventional 
Muir-Wood approach was replaced by advanced 
numerical simulations, developed using Strand7. 
The FE model was conceived to reproduce 
longitudinal joint non-linear behaviour, load 
transfer between consecutive rings (studied 
implementing the correct installation sequence 
and the actual performance of longitudinal 
dowels), frictional shear transfer mechanism in 
longitudinal joints, and non-linear support offered 
by the surrounding ground.

The numerical simulations evaluated the system 
behaviour both in service and during construction 
(when only partial filling of the annular gap is 
guaranteed).

Lining optimisation was finally performed through 
an accurate study of joint geometry, performed 
considering all the relevant accessories of the 
system (gaskets, packers, guiding bars...).

This value engineering approach allowed the 
General Contractor to avoid bolt installation and 
increase segment depth, thus reducing costs and 
construction time.

Radial displacement in the concrete lining

Fibre stresses calculated in the concrete lining

NL constitutive model implemented for joint fibres 

VALUE
ENGINEERING

Geometry of the implemented FEM model

Fibre Stress (MPa) 
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“Within this project, I was mainly 
involved in the development of 
detailed design for conventional and 
mechanised excavation. Being part 
of this project was undoubtedly a big 
satisfaction and simultaneously a 
great responsibility for those who, 
like me, have been working for years 
in planning and design of tunnels.
Futhermore,  th is  exper ience 
strengthened my ability to work in 
a team, exchanging opinions with 
my colleagues and with General 
Contractor’s technical office.
I strongly believe that the success 
of the project was mainly due to the 
perfect fusion that SWS was able 
to establish between a young and 
dynamic environment and its validated 
experience in different fields of civil 
engineering”

Federica Gasbarrone
SWS Geotechnical Engineer

    Commitment
          
       of our people
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The exciting challenge 
of overtaking traditional 

geographical barriers 
trying to extablish a 

corridor between 
Italy and Austria, 
resewing and 

strengthening the 
intercultural link 

among European 
Countries
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 Gemeinde Neustift
Stubaital Valley, Tyrol, Austria
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GENERAL DATA

Location
Turkey, Europe - Asia

Type
Railways

Owner
TCDD

Client
TCDD

Project value
1500 M€

Activities performed
Design Consultancy
Value Engineering
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P R O J E C T  0 7

TURKISH 
HIGH-SPEED 
RAILWAY

A modern transportation 
network for
a growing Country
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REDEFINING 
TURKISH

NATIONAL 
APPROACH TO 

MODERN 
TRANSPORTATION 

STRATEGIES
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“As a consequence 
of a policy shift in the 

1950s, both freight and 
passenger carriage is 

currently dominated by 
motorways in Turkey. 
However, since 2003 
railways have gained 

renewed attention, and a 
total of USD 56,9 billions 

has been invested to build 
an effective network” 
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
Turkish railways current length is about 12532km, 
1213 of which are high-speed train lines. 
The Government has recently focused on building 
a fast train and high-speed train network, trying to 
identify an effective and sustainable transportation 
strategy. Fast trains will travel at speed of 200km/h, 
while high-speed trains will exceed 250km/h.
With completion of all Government’s projects, the 
total length of railway line in Turkey is expected to 
reach about 25000km by the year 2023.

This new trend represents a huge step forward for 
the Country and, at the same time, a challenging 
engineering task because of the high TCDD 
expectations in terms of line performance and 
because of the specific level of seismic hazard that 
characterises the country.

In this general context, SWS was initially required 
to deliver the preliminary study of some important 
corridors, providing cost-benefit comparison of 
different scenarios.
After this first step TCDD appointed SWS also for 
the structural and geotechnical design of all the 
associated major works, meaning 37km of viaducts 
and 150km of tunnels.

Architectural visualisation of a typical railway viaduct developed for Adapazari - Istanbul HSR Line

Thanks to its specific experience in the field 
of railway infrastructures, SWS developed a 
project meeting Client’s expectations in terms of 
performance, reliability and durability.

1500  M€ project value

150  km of tunnels 

37        km of viaducts
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Istanbul

Adapazari 

SWS PROJECTS IN TURKEY

Istanbul 

Turkish railway line
SWS Projects
Stops

5

7

1

2

4

3Gaziray

Toprakkale
Bahçe

Sivas
Erzincan

Eşme
Salihli

Mürşitpinar
Şanlıurfa

Nusaybin 
Habur

 Adapazari - Istanbul
High-Speed Railway Line

Total length 109 km
Design speed   250-300 km/h
Number of viaducts/bridges  25
Viaducts/bridges overall length  10.509 m
Number of tunnels   23
Tunnels overall length  63.320 m
Number of stations   2

 Mürşitpınar - Şanlıurfa
Railway Line

Total length 65 km
Design speed   160 km/h
Number of viaducts/bridges  5
Viaducts/bridges overall length  1.385 m
Number of tunnels   11
Tunnels overall length  7.640 m
Number of stations   3

 Sivas - Erzincan
High-Speed Railway Line

Total length 245 km
Design speed   250 km/h
Number of viaducts/bridges  39
Viaducts/bridges overall length  13.117 m
Number of tunnels   37
Tunnels overall length 70.920 m
Number of stations   7

 Nusaybin - Habur
Railway Line

Total length 135 km
Design speed   160 km/h
Number of viaducts/bridges  18
Viaducts/bridges overall length  6.850 m
Number of tunnels   11
Tunnels overall length  9.500 m
Number of stations   2

6

9

Turkey

Ankara

Izmir

Adana

Bursa

Konya

Samsun

Kayseri

DiyarbakirDenizli

Erzurum

Kars

Van

Mersin

Black Sea

Mediterrean Sea

 Toprakkale - Bahçe
Railway Line

Total length 57 km
Design speed   160 km/h
Number of viaducts/bridges  5
Viaducts/bridges overall length  1.010 m
Number of tunnels   5
Tunnels overall length  9.785 m
Number of stations   3

 Uşak (Eşme) - Salihli
High-Speed Railway Line

Total length 78 km
Design speed   250 km/h
Number of viaducts/bridges  20
Viaducts/bridges overall length  3.902 m
Number of tunnels   24
Tunnels overall length  20.690 m

 Gaziray - Gaziantep
Metro Line

Total length 25 km
Design speed   160 km/h
Number of viaducts/bridges  2
Viaducts/bridges overall length  80 m
Number of stations   17



Anchoring 
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Anchoring 
Sleeve
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DESIGN
CONSULTANCY

According with Client’s requirements, SWS 
structural engineers paid special attention to 
viaducts conception. More in detail, TCDD had 
very high expectations for these infrastructural 
components, due to their visibility, because of the 
performance level selected for the line, and by 
reason of the exceptional local seismic action.

Three deck options were thus identified to face with 
these specific boundary conditions: a 4 box precast 
concrete layout (used for spans up to about 30m), 
a 2 box precast concrete layout (used for spans 
up to about 46m), and a steel box (mainly used for 
special spans up to 70m).
For each solution, detailed simulations were 
performed using Strand7 to check project 
compliance with the higest performance levels 
defined in European Standards (see the Value 
Engineering section for additional details on the 
advanced deck dynamic analysis).

The proposed solution has been finally conceived 
to guarantee a reliable behaviour of the system 
under the effect of seismic action. More in detail, a 
specific performance-based design study has been 
performed in collaboration with TCDD technical 
division, with the purpose of identifying the best 
possible cost-benefit compromise. At the end of 
the process, it became clear that implementing a 
seismic protection system was essential to allow 
the full operability of the line even after an extreme 
event.

For this reason, SWS proposed the installation of 
dissipative bearing pads, based on the combination 
of fuse elements (designed to guarantee rigid 
deck-to-pier connection for seismic events with 
a return period up to 72 years) and hysteretic 
steel pins (selected to provide a stable dissipation 
cycle for seismic events with a return period up 
to 475 years). For additional information on these 
devices, refer to official FIP Industriale technical 
documentation. Dissipative bearing pad: section A-A (courtesy of FIP)

Dissipative bearing pad: plan view (courtesy of FIP)

Railway
             Viaducts

Nelson-Type 
stud

Dissipative 
Pin

Mechanical 
Fuse

A A

Anchoring 
Bolt

Nelson-Type
Stud

Mechanical 
Fuse

Dissipative
Pin
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Typical cross section of the viaduct deck: steel box layout (suitable for spans up to 70 m)

Diagonal bracing Box girder web

Longitudinal stiffener

Lateral cladding

Slab track

Steel parapet

Cast-in-situ concrete slab
Horizontal bracing

Transverse stiffener
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Typical cross section of the viaduct deck: 2 precast concrete girders layout (suitable for spans up to 40 m)
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Slab track

Steel parapet
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Drainage pipe
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Typical cross section of the viaduct deck: 4 precast concrete girders layout (suitable for spans up to 30 m)

Lateral cladding

Cast-in-situ concrete 
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Precast sleeper
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Drainage pipe

Precast beam
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Considering all its 7 contracts, SWS designed more 
than 100 tunnels for a total of 150km of excavation. 
Many different boundary conditions were 
encountered according to the specific geographical 
area of the Country, resulting in the implementation 
of diverse technical solutions.

Considering TCDD requirements, both conventional 
and mechanised technologies were taken into 
account, choosing the most effective solution on a 
case-by-case basis.

More in detail, conventional excavation was  
implemented through the design of double-track 
tunnels.

The tunnel structural support consists of cast-in-
situ reinforced concrete secondary lining combined 
with a primary lining characterised by a 250mm 
thick reinforced shotcrete layer and 4.5m bolts.

Conventional                  
            Tunnel Excavation

Typical cross section adopted in case of conventional excavation

1.72 1.724.50 4.50

2.50

2.
50

5.
75

2.
75

1.
65

Rock bolts 

Primary lining 

Railway 
contact 

line

Ballast

Train loading gauge

Sleepers Sleepers

Final reinforced 
concrete lining  Cable

Tray
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Typical cross section adopted in case of mechanised excavation

1 - AKSİ BELİRTİLMEDİKÇE ÖLÇÜLER cm, KOTLAR m. DİR.
     UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, DIMENSIONS ARE IN cm, ELEVATIONS m.

NOTLAR / 

XXXX XXXX

DATE

9.80

9.00

1.58 1.724.50

M1

2.25 2.25

4.50

Precast sleeper

Segmental lining 

Annular gap

Cable tray

Train loading
gauge

Fill concrete

Mechanised                   
        Tunnel Excavation

Railway 
contact 
line

Sleepers

On the other hand, the second solution assumes 
the separation of the two tracks in a couple of 
independent tubes. 

The precast lining was conceived assuming the 6+1 
segment layout, using 400mm thick universal rings 
arranged to guarantee a free diameter of 9m. The 
annular gap, finally, has been filled using a cement-
based compound.

Since tunnel excavation significantly interacts with 
the urban environment, SWS decided to implement 
a specific analysis aimed at predicting any potential 
damage which could occur in the surrounding 
buildings. An accurate calculation of TBM 
parameters and associated surface settlements 
has been performed, comparing obtained results 
with Boscardin conventional damage scale.
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With the specific purpose of validating simulation 
results, SWS was also required to design a 
monitoring system with the aim of keeping the 
previously identified critical areas of the line under 
control. 
SWS defined specific alert thresholds, in 
combination with the corresponding data collecting 
structure and associated set of countermeasures.
This decision was strategic in order to gain an 
effective engagement of local population, avoiding  
future public resistance to the project that might 
lead to construction delays.

Alignment
                         Design

Plan-profile developed to conceive high-speed railway line

Thanks to its specific experience in the field of 
railway infrastructures, SWS has been involved in 
alignment design since the beginning of the project.

The first step was to analyse TCDD requirements in 
terms of track performance parameters, expected 
traffic volume and network strategic hubs. 

Moving from this set of boundary conditions, many 
different corridors were analysed in order to find 
the most sustainable layout, taking advantage of 
state-of-art 3D modelling softwares. In this phase,  
Civil 3D was used both to perform all the required 
geometrical checks and to provide a reliable 
estimation for the cut & fill balance.

The last design step was the final detailing of 
the proposed trackwork solution. Both ballasted 
and unballasted technologied were examined, 
adopting the most effective choice on a case-
by-case basis. Considering the importance of 
providing an integrated design consultancy, the 
project developed taking advantage of a fruitful 
collaboration between structural and alignment 
engineers, in order to avoid problems due track-
structure interaction.

Monitoring
   System
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Ground 
Profile

Railway 
bridge

Embankment
Volume

15000    Monitoring sensors

350      Instrumented buildings

70         Instrumented sections

700+ km of designed alignment

21   analised design scenario
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Railway
                 Stations

Architectural visualisation developed for Kartal station (Adapazari-Istanbul)

Plan-profile developed to conceive XXXXX high speed railway line

SWS was finally asked to provide the architectural, 
MEP and structural engineering services required 
for the conception of 17 railway stations.

To reach the best possible result both in terms of 
technical excellence and effective integration with 
local culture, this part of the project was developed 
establishing a strong relationship between the 
Italian headquarter and the Turkish branch.

Thanks to this choice, the proposed solutions were 
greatly appreciated by the Client, being an example 
of how a direct link with local culture can strongly 
improve the relationship of the infrastructure with 
the surrounding human and natural network.

17 Designed railway stations

23 Designed metro stations
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VALUE
ENGINEERING

TCDD was particularly interested in the optimal 
performance of the viaducts. For this reason, SWS 
implemented not only a comprehensive study 
aimed at the selection of the best deck type, but 
also a set of advanced FEM analyses with the 
purpose of providing the rationale for the proposed 
solution.

Bridges of this kind may suffer problems associated 
to their dynamic behaviour under the effect of high-
speed traffic.
Accordingly, a specific simulation strategy has 
been developed following EN 1991-2 guidelines. 

Different speeds  were considered to calculate 
vertical acceleration levels experienced by 
trackwork components for both ballasted and 
unballasted layout.

Maximum vertical acceleration perceived by the passenger   
for a train speed of 160 km/h

Deformation associated with the 1st modal shape (f=5.406 Hz)

Maximum vertical acceleration perceived by the passenger   
for a train speed of 240 km/h

Deformation associated with the 2nd modal shape (f=10.204 Hz)

Strand7 was selected for these simulations 
because of its advanced solver features (linear and 
nonlinear time history analyses with both direct 
integration or modal superposition), and because 
of its powerful modelling tools.

For the sake of completeness, SWS evaluated the 
dynamic behaviour of a traditional multi-girder 
precast concrete deck using the same approach, 
assuming this case as a reference baseline.

The accurate post-processing  of calculated results 
allowed a clear and reliable understanding of the 
expected structural performance, showing how 
the selected option was far more effective than the 
traditional one, reducing the vibration level and 
thus trackwork maintenence cost.
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“The distinctiveness of this project 
consists in a particularly complex 
plano-altimetric layout, which required 
piers reaching more than 50 metres 
in height, in one of the world’s most 
seismic territory. 
Specially gratifying for my passion 
in earthquake engineering was the 
fact that some of the adopted seismic 
devices were directly conceived by SWS 
for these specific bridges.
While working on this project, I had 
the opportunity of personally following 
both the planning and design of railway 
viaducts up to the detailed level, in 
full collaboration with our Office in 
Ankara. A special thanks goes to all 
my collegues, because their proactive 
collaboration resulted in providing the 
best possible result for the Client”

Roberto Comini
SWS Bridge Engineer

    Commitment
          
       of our people
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As the careful work of 
ancient builders provided  

a safe and reliable 
equilibrium to notable 

masterpieces, 
SWS technical expertise 

will be a warranty for the 
future performance of the 

new high-speed line 
in this fascinating and 
challenging Country
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 The Blue Mosque
Sedefkar Mehmed Agha, Istanbul, Turkey
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GENERAL DATA

Location
Catania, Italy, Europe

Type
Subways

Owner
FCE - Ferrovia Circumetnea

Client
CMC

Project value
133 M€

Activities performed
Design Consultancy
BIM Modelling
Construction Management
Value Engineering 

PAPERS & AWARDS

P. Cucino, G. Eccher, D. Nave, L. Schiavinato
BIM use in the infrastructural field: the 
case of the extension of the railway in the 
underground track of Catania, from the 
central station F.S. to the airport

P. Cucino, D. Rizzardi, L. Schiavinato, A. Meda
Numerical analyses for the design of fibre 
reinforced precast concrete lining 
segments for ram thrust forces
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P R O J E C T  0 8

CATANIA
METRO 
LINE

Extending urban connection 
network in an ancient city
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COMPETENCE 
AND RELIABILITY 

IN MANAGING 
A UNIQUE AND 
CHALLENGING 
GEOLOGICAL 

CONTEXT
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“The Circumetnea is 
the first metropolitan line

built in Sicily 
and one of the most 
modern in Europe.

It represents
a huge step forward 

for the city of Catania, 
being a good example 

of a revitalising 
infrastructural 
intervention” 
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
Catania metropolitan line is currently characterised 
by a total lenght of 8,8km, with 11 operating 
stations from Nesima to Stesicoro. More in detail, 
it is the result of an ambitious project aimed at the 
substitution of the historical overground railway 
line.

This infrastructure has unique technological 
characteristics and represents one of the most 
interesting European urban interventions, being 
used by more than 3,400,000 passengers a year.
Under the technical point of view, the system is 
characterised by three functional components: 
tunnel, stations and compensation shafts.

The tunnel, hosting two railway tracks, was 
designed providing a mix between conventional 
and mechanised excavation techniques.

The 11 stations were conceived referring, case by 
case, to both cavern and cut & cover layout. The 
best solution was adopted according to the specific 
set of boundary conditions.

Compensation shafts, finally, were sized to comply 
with both fire brigade and ventilation requirements. 
The geotechnical and structural analysis of these 
civil works were complicated by the presence 
of a really challenging geological formation, 
characterised by the interaction between the 
shallow lava stone layer and the underlying 
sedimentary clay bed.

In this exciting context, SWS was required to 
provide engineering services for tunnels, stations 
and compensation shafts, developing also highly 
specialist value engineering analysis.

TBM launching phase carried out in correspondence of Monte Po station

133 M€ project value

25+ Revit models 

400+ Structural drawings
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One the main works to be carried out in the 
Circumetnea Project is the double-track tunnel.

For this strategical infrastructural component SWS 
introduced the use of a TBM-EPB, characterised 
by an excavation diameter of 10.60m. This choice 
was adopted to be able to adjust the excavation 
to the complex set of geological conditions and to 
minimise the effects of ground surface settlements.
The implementation of mechanised excavation 
represents an absolute innovation for this project, 
which until this experience was characterised by 
massive adoption of the conventional method.
SWS was also appointed for the detailed design 
of the precast segmental lining, considering two 

DESIGN
CONSULTANCY

Conventional excavation of the connection tunnel in correspondence of Monte Po station 

Conventional & Mechanised
                                                                      Tunnel Excavation

reinforcement types: traditional rebars and fibres. 
The use of fibres required a complex approval 
process because this was the first example of a 
FRC tunnel lining in Italy.

On the other hand, conventional excavation was 
selected for the 13m connection tunnels located at 
the two sides of the main chamber of each station.

Due to extreme heterogeneity of ground conditions, 
some of these polycentric cross sections were 
excavated by using the drill and blast method 
(because of the presence of compact basaltic rock), 
and the remaining ones by performing a massive 
soil consolidation (in case of loose granular soil). 
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Cut & cover construction of Monte Po station

           Bottom Up 
Stations

The cut & cover construction method was adopted 
to build Fontana and Monte Po stations.

More in detail, the temporary support strategy 
selected for excavating the two main chambers 
consisted of a system of steel micropiles 
conveniently retained by waler beams and anchors 
(effective for the reference stratigraphy) or a 
suitable layout of bolts (where the specific boundary 
condition was characterised by basaltic rock).

The huge underground volume of the stations, 
having a total depth of about 22m, was subdivided 
in three levels: concourse, intermediate and 
platform.

The concourse level will be particularly important 
from a functional point of view because represents 
the distribution platform opened to all users. 
It has been therefore equipped with a specific 
public information system, accurately conceived to 
guarantee lower energy consumption.

Finally, one of the most significant components of 
the system, from an architectural and structural 
perspective, consists of the eight pairs of CHS steel 
columns, scenographically arranged in a V-shape 
and spanning from the intermediate slab up to the 
top slab of the station.

180000  m3 of excavated ground

38000  m3 of poured concrete 

5000  tons of rebars
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Monte Po station: architectural plan
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Monte Po station: architectural longitudinal section

Monte Po station: structural longitudinal section

TBM launching phase executed in correspondence of XX station

Intermediate level 

Platform level

Steel pillar 

Ground 
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Staircase
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excavation 
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180000  m3 of excavated ground

38000  m3 of poured concrete 

5000  tons of rebars
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The huge head of “Agata” TBM waiting for launch

                                              Launching &
Ventilation Shafts
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The project complexity required the implementation 
of different types of shafts. The most relevant in 
terms of dimension and functionality are probably 
the elliptical shaft for TBM launch and the six 
ventilation shafts. 

The first one has a semi-major axis of 22,3m, a  
semi-minor axis of 17,4m and a depth of 22m. This 
geometry allowed for the optimisation of temporary 
structures, avoiding the installation of steel struts 
that could interfer with TBM assembly sequence.

The temporary support strategy selected for this 
shaft was based on the implementation of 118 jet 
grouting columns having a diameter of 800mm, 
reinforced with a corresponding number of 
micropiles. The system was completed using three  
reinforced concrete distribution rings.

The adopted technology was really advantageous 
also in terms of water-tightness, considering the 
fact that the water table was only 1m below the 
ground surface.

The six ventilation shafts, on the other hand, were 
accurately distributed over the lenght of the tunnel. 

These components were equipped with powerful 
mechanical fans, in order to avoid smoke 
accumulation, in case of fire, along the emergency 
walkway used by passengers to move from the train 
to the closest station.

From a functional point of view, each ventilation 
shaft can be ideally subdivided in two parts: the 
aeraulic duet, sized to guarantee an effective 
smoke evacuation, and staircase core, used by 
fire brigades to reach the tunnel directly from the 
street level.

The temporary support of excavation was 
guaranteed by a combination of micropiles and 
intermediate supports made of waler beams and 
compression struts.

As shown on the right-hand side, low pressure 
injections were implemented to consolidate the 
soil volume between the tunnel and vertical shaft 
to avoid any dangerous detensioning effect due to 
connection tunnel excavation.

PHASE 1: Mechanised tunnel excavation

PHASE 2: Micropiles installation (Rectangular Layout)

PHASE 3: Progressive excavation of the shaft 

PHASE 4: Implementation of consolidation measures      

PHASE 5: Final excavation of the connection tunnel

Precast
concrete lining

Precast
concrete lining

Precast
concrete lining

Precast
concrete lining

Precast
concrete lining

Consolidated 
volume 

Tunnel 
axis

Shaft
axis

Micropiles

Excavated volume

Consolidated 
ground volume

Connection tunnel

Micropiles

Micropiles

Steel struts

Steel struts
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Subways are usually built in urban areas 
characterised by a high level of complexity. In 
order to effectively manage this challenging set of 
boundary conditions, SWS decided to implement a 
BIM coordination model, conceived to analyse all the 
main components of the designed infrastructure.

More in detail, Civil 3D was used for the alignment, 
Revit was selected for civil works, MEPs and finishes, 
and Navisworks was adopted to implement 4D 
clash detection and to establish a clear relationship 
between General Contractor’s time schedule and 
the modelled physical components.

The specific complexity of the project required the 
implementation of 25 Revit models, engaging a 
project team made of 8 BIM engineers.

BIM
MODELLING

BIM model developed for Fontana station BIM model developed for a ventilation shaft
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SWS was required to assist the General Contractor 
not only in the design phase, but also during the 
construction activity.

For this reason, a comprehensive set of method 
statements, technical reports and drawings was 
produced with the aim of allowing a fast and reliable 
construction, illustrating erection strategies and 
site test procedures.

When required, ad-hoc project adjustements were 
introduced to face with unexpected geological 
boundary conditions.

SWS service was completed by providing the 
required assistance in terms of construction 
nonconformance management, monitoring system 
design and monitoring data interpretation.

Installation of reinforcement bars for the saddle concrete structure of Monte Po station

TBM break-in phase in retrieval shaft

MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION
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Segmental tunnel lining is usually subjected to 
concentrated forces both during construction 
and service stages. TBM thrust jack forces cause 
significant bursting and spalling stresses along 
circumferential joints during assembly. Ring hoop 
forces, due to permanent earth and groundwater 
pressures, are transferred through a reduced 
section accross longitudinal joints, causing 
bursting stresses within the segment. Current 
Guidelines and design Standards allow using 
different methods for analysing Fibre Reinforced 
Concrete (FRC) segments, ranging from simplified 
equations to advanced FE models.
The market trend in tunnel construction industry 
promotes the use of steel fibers as reinforcement 
of concrete segments, replacing the conventional 
use of rebars due to easier production and higher 
performance.
Simplified formulas used to evaluate bursting 
stresses under concentrated loads can only describe 
material behaviour within the elastic stress field; 
hence, the beneficial ductility provided by steel 
fibers cannot be accounted for. Furthermore, the 
simplified procedure is not capable of describing 
the development of spalling stresses between 
adjacent TBM jack pads.

VALUE
ENGINEERING

Reference layout adopted for TBM hydraulic jacks

K

C

A1 A4

B

A3A2

Maximum vertical acceleration perceived by th

The consequence is that conventional reinforcement 
bars may be unnecessarily prescribed in current 
design, or the newest fiber technologies may not 
optimally accounted for in the analysis.

That is why SWS was required to perform advanced 
non-linear numerical simulations, including the 
implementation of an experimentally defined 
constititutive law for the FRC (developed in 
collaboration with professor A. Meda of Rome Tor 
Vergata University).

The produced set of FEM models allowed to follow 
the post-cracking behaviour of concrete segments 
under the effect of TBM thrust action, analysing 
crack width progress and the consequent stress 
redistribution.

Simulation results justified the use of steel fibers, 
avoiding massive implementation of conventional 
steel bars.

Thanks to the reliability of the implemented 
simulation, the project gained the formal approval 
of “Consiglio Superiore dei Lavori Pubblici“ (which 
is the Italian authorithy responsible for the correct 
design of public structures).

Post-peak tangential stresses acting in the analysed segment

Post-peak tangential strains acting in the analysed segment

Bursting 
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Bursting 
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Bursting 
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Bursting 
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Spalling 
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Hydraulic 
Jack

Segment 
Code

TBM
jack

shoe

Spalling 
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“The Circumetnea was a project 
characterised by unique technical 
context. Digging a tunnel under the city 
of Catania, considering the challenging 
geological boundary conditions, was 
a real engineering challenge. That 
is why I think this design experience 
was a stimulating professional chance 
urging me beyond my limits and testing 
my skills.
The success of the project, in 
my opinion, is the result of the 
uncommon commitment and sense of 
responsability of SWS technical staff”

Sara Tombolato
SWS Geotechnical Engineer

    Commitment
          
       of our people
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Taking care of an 
extremely 

complex and challenging 
geological boundary 
condition, cleverly 

managing the 
problematic interaction 
between the shallow 
lava stone layer and 

the underlying 
sedimentary clay bed
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 Cathedral of St. Agata with Etna in the background
Catania, Italy
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SWS PROJECTS
PORTFOLIO
During its more than 30 years of fruitful 
experience in the world of infrastructures, 
SWS was engaged in many challenging 
projects.
This design portfolio collects the most 
meaningful and representative works 
finalised in the last  35 years, conveniently 
subdivided into the five markets which 
represent the core business of the 
Company.
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Year: 2016 - ongoing

Client: Ansaldo STS, Alpiq EnerTrans

Project Value: € 124 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

Year: 2014 - 2017

Client: Cepav 2

Project Value: € 125 mln (only tunnel)

Service: preliminary design

Country: Italy

Year: 2013 - 2015

Client: TCDD

Project Value: € 150 mln

Service: complete design process

Country: Turkey

Year: 2014 - 2015

Client: Ferrovie del Sud Est

Project Value: € 82 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

Year: 2013 - ongoing

Client: TCDD

Project Value: € 600 mln

Service: complete design process

Country: Turkey

Year: 2016 - ongoing 

Client: Brenner Tunnel Construction (BTC)

Project Value: € 993 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy

Year: 2015 - ongoing

Client: Bane NOR

Project Value: € 150 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Norway

Follo Line 
Project

Sivas-Erzincan
High-Speed line

Mürşitpınar-Şanlıurfa
Conventional Line

Brenner Base
Tunnel

Relevant
Railway Projects

CEPAV 2
High-Speed line

Rome-Florence
Technological upgrade

FSE LRT
Project

Apice-Irpinia
Conventional Line 

Year: 2017

Client: Italferr

Project Value: € 21 mln

Service: preliminary design

Country: Italy  

Giampilieri-Fiumefreddo
Underground Station
Year: 2017

Client: Italferr

Project Value: € 48 mln

Service: preliminary design 

Country: Italy
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Adapazarı-Istanbul 
High-Speed Line

Nusaybin-Habur
Conventional Line

Monte Olimpino 2
Revamping

Florence
Railway link

Year: 2011 - ongoing

Client: TCDD

Project Value: € 321 mln

Service: complete design process

Country: Turkey

Turin-Padua
Technological Upgrade

Year: 2011 - 2017

Client: Ansaldo, Coopsette and SALCEF

Project Value: € 71 mln (civil works)

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy

Year: 2009 - 2012

Client: Nodavia

Project Value: € 248 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

Year: 2007 - 2010

Client: Impresa Luigi Notari 

Project Value: € 34 mln

Service: preliminary and detailed design

Country: Italy

Year: 2011 - ongoing

Client:  TCDD

Project Value: € 200 mln

Service: complete design process

Country: Turkey

FTM LRT 
Project

Year: 2010 - ongoing

Client: Provincia Autonoma di Trento

Project Value: € 15 mln

Service: preliminary and detailed design

Country: Italy 

Cefalù
Underground Stop

Year: 2011 - ongoing

Client: Italferr

Project Value: confidential

Service: geotechnical consultancy

Country: Italy

Year: 2013 - 2015

Client: TCDD

Project Value: confidential

Service: complete design process

Country: Turkey

Year: 2013 - 2015

Client: TCDD

Project Value: confidential

Service: complete design process 

Country: Turkey

Uşak (Eşme)-Salihli
High-Speed Line

Toprakkale-Bahçe
Conventional Line
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Genoa-Ventimiglia
Conventional Line 

Arcisate-Stabio
Conventional Line 

Orte-Falconara
Conventional Line 

Milan-Lecco
Conventional Line 

Milan-Turin
High-Speed Line

Year: 2004 - 2006

Client: Torno Internazionale

Project Value: € 64 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy  

Year: 2006 - 2008

Client: Rete Ferroviaria Italiana

Project Value: € 184 mln

Service: preliminary design

Country: Italy 

Year: 2005 - 2006

Client: Italferr

Project Value: confidential

Service: geotechnical consultancy

Country: Italy

Year: 2002 - 2003

Client: Rete Ferroviaria Italiana

Project Value: € 150 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

Year: 2001 - 2005

Client: Fiat Engineering

Project Value: € 250 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy
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SS 125
Orientale Sarda

Relevant
Road Projects

Year: 2017 - ongoing

Client: Oberosler

Project Value: € 49 mln

Service: preliminary design

Country: Italy 

A14 
Highway

Year: 2012 - 2017

Client: Ghella

Project Value: € 296 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

SS 63
Valico del Cerreto

Year: 2011 - 2013

Client: CCC. Bologna

Project Value: € 31 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

Santa Lucia
Road Bypass

Year: 2011 - 2016

Client: Provincia di Sondrio

Project Value: € 22 mln

Service: work supervision

Country: Italy

Year: 2016 - 2017

Client: CMB, CCC and CGS

Project Value: € 54 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy

A4 
Highway

Year: 2017 - ongoing

Client: Astaldi

Project Value: € 56 mln

Service: preliminary design

Country: Italy 

SS 554
Cagliaritana

Year: 2015

Client: Cosider Travaux Publics

Project Value: confidential

Service: detailed design

Country: Algeria

Autoroute
Ovest - Est A1

Year: 2009 - 2011

Client: Grandi Lavori Fincosit

Project Value: € 88 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

SS 195
Sulcitana

Year: 2009 - 2013

Client: Bolognetta

Project Value: € 193 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

Palermo - Lercara
Revamping
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Year: 2009 - 2010

Client: Provincia di Sondrio 

Project Value: € 94 mln

Service: preliminary design

Country: Italy  

Tirano
Road Bypass

Frejus
New Tunnel

Year: 2008 - ongoing

Client: SFTRF and SITAF

Project Value: € 350 mln

Service: work supervision

Country: Italy 

Civezzano
Road Bypass

Year: 2008 - 2009

Client: Adige Bitumi Impresa

Project Value: € 25 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy

Battipaglia
Road Interchange

Year: 2008 - 2009

Client: Tecnis

Project Value: € 32 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

A1 Highway 
Overpasses

Year: 2006

Client: SPEA Ingegneria Europea

Project Value: confidential

Service: structural consultancy

Country: Italy 

Trieste-Capodistria
Freeway

Year: 2005 - 2008

Client: Comune di Trieste

Project Value: € 321 mln

Service: load testing

Country: Italy

Martignano
Road Tunnel

Year: 2001 - 2002

Client: Provincia Autonoma di Trento

Project Value: € 47 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy  

Caderzone
Road Bypass

Year: 1999 - 2007

Client: Provincia di Trento

Project Value: € 17 mln

Service: complete design process

Country: Italy
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Rome 
Metro Line C

RATP Ligne 
14 Lot 4

Naples 
Metro Line

Catania
Metro Line

Toronto 
Metrolinx

Relevant
Subway Projects

Gaziray
Metro Line 

Ankara
Metro Line

Copenhagen
Metro Line

Year: 2016

Client: Italferr

Project Value: confidential

Service: geotechnical consultancy

Country: Turkey

Year: 2015

Client: Obayashi - USA

Project Value: confidential

Service: detailed design

Country: Canada

Year: 2013 - 2015

Client: TCDD

Project Value: € 75 mln

Service: complete design process

Country: Turkey

Year: 2011 - 2017

Client: CMT Copenhagen Metro 

Project Value: € 1500 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Denmark

Year: 2008

Client: Comune di Roma

Project Value: € 7 mln

Service: geotechnical consultancy

Country: Italy 

Year: 2018 - ongoing

Client: NGE and Salini Impregilo

Project Value: € 400 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: France

Year: 2017 - 2018

Client: Trevi

Project Value: confidential

Service: geotechnical consultancy

Country: Italy

Year: 2015 - 2016

Client: CMC

Project Value: € 133 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 
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Relevant
Building Projects

ILVA Taranto
Steel Shelters

Year: 2018 - ongoing

Client: ILVA

Project Value: € 300 mln

Service: work supervision

Country: Italy

Bolzano - Bozen
New Prison

Year: 2017 - ongoing

Client: Società Italiana per Condotte d’Acqua 

Project Value: € 54 mln

Service: preliminary design

Country: Italy  

Çapa & Cerrahpaşa
University Campus
Year: 2014 - ongoing

Client: Istanbul Üniversitesi Döner

Project Value: € 660 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Turkey

Arpa Ferrara
Research Center

Year: 2012

Client: Mario Cucinella Architects

Project Value: € 8 mln

Service: structural consultancy

Country: Italy

Mochovce
Nuclear Plant

Year: 2013

Client: ENI

Project Value: confidential

Service: structural consultancy

Country: Slovakia

Municipality of Arco 
Auditorium

Year: 2007 - ongoing 

Client: Comune Arco

Project Value: € 4 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy

Borgo Valsugana
Hospital

Year: 2011

Client: APSS Trento

Project Value: € 14 mln

Service: preliminary design

Country: Italy 

Garibaldi 
Twin Towers

Year: 2009 - 2010

Client: Beni Stabili 

Project Value: € 62 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy

C.A.S.E. project
Emergency Homes
Year: 2009

Client: Ille Prefabbricati 

Project Value: € 22 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy
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Mirandola
Primary School

Year: 2005 - 2007

Client: Comune di Mirandola

Project Value: € 7 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

Belasi Castle
Refurbishment

Year: 2004 - 2015

Client: Comune Campodenno

Project Value: € 8 mln

Service: preliminary and detailed design

Country: Italy 

Year: 1995 - 2004

Client: Nosio 

Project Value: € 73 mln

Service: complete design process 

Country: Italy

Mezzocorona
Winery

Year: 2003 - 2006

Client: Impresa Tassullo 

Project Value: € 3 mln

Service: complete design process 

Country: Italy

Tassullo
Headquarters

Trentino Trasporti
Maintenance Depot
Year: 2001 - ongoing

Client: Trentino Trasporti

Project Value: € 31 mln

Service: preliminary design

Country: Italy 
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Relevant
Hydro Projects

Ilva
Hydraulic Tunnel

Year: : 2017 - ongoing

Client: ILVA

Project Value: € 20 mln

Service: work supervision

Country: Italy

Mosul
Dam

Year: 2016 - ongoing 

Client: Trevi

Project Value: € 273 mln

Service: grouting management

Country: Iraq

Cahora Bassa
Dam

Year: 2014 - 2016

Client: Golder Associates Mozambique

Project Value: confidential

Service: rockfall protection design

Country: Mozambique

Lower Churchill
Project

Year: 2014 - 2016

Client: : Astaldi Canada

Project Value: € 728 mln

Service: construction support

Country: Canada

Forte Buso
 Dam

Year: 2013

Client: Primiero Energia

Project Value: confidential

Service: structural consultancy

Country: Italy

Val Schener
Dam

Year: 2013

Client: Primiero Energia

Project Value: confidential

Service: structural consultancy

Country: Italy

Valda 
Dam

Year: 1983-1995 

Client: Provincia Autonoma di Trento

Project Value: € 151 mln

Service: detailed design

Country: Italy 

Gibe III 
Dam

Year: 2011 

Client: Salini Impregilo

Project Value: confidential

Service: monitoring system design

Country: Ethiopia
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